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Prayer Rain
Let me begin by saying that our Christian experience must be translated from the four walls of the church and into our day to day lifestyle. It is in the heartbeat of our calling that we should translate the love of
God as we pick it up from church and take it to our workplaces. My mandate through this book is to strategically position you into a place of influence in your nation of calling within the marketplace. For a long
time the marketplace has remained the reserve of the children of this world. 'The children of this world are in their generation wiser than the children of light' (Luke 16:8). By failing to take our position of
dominion in the marketplace, we have put our God to shame. The name of God has been profaned by many people in this world. Have you realized that anytime you mention that you are born again in your
workplace, you encounter ridicule, rejection and even persecution? People have continued to shamelessly talk foul things concerning Christianity and this has to stop. God is saying that He is ready to sanctify
His great name that has been profaned. God wants to do this through you. God desires that you prosper in all that you do within the marketplace, and this you must remember is for His purposes. He is not
doing it for you to be proud. God is doing it "that they may see and know, and understand together, that the hand of the LORD has done this, and the Holy One of Israel has created it" (Isaiah 41:20). God
wants to introduce and establish His Kingdom in the marketplace through you. He will show Himself strong on your behalf for His purposes to be fulfilled in the earth. To many Christians, there has been and
there remains to be a great misconception on the perception towards serving God. We see service in the full time ministry position as the only way to serve God. In everything we do, it is important to
understand that it is because of the purposes of God that we were created. God is a wise investor and the gifting He invested in you is for the expansion of His Kingdom. God wants to show Himself strong
through you. The Kingdom of God is within you and as such, you are supposed to carry it into your marketplaces. It has to manifest through you at your place of work, business and even in your relationships.
You should remember that He chose you. You did not choose Him. To quite a number of Christians, business is secular work, whereas serving God in church is the only way to ascribe to ministry. This
tendency is so prevalent in the church that many well meaning Christians do their business or work in offices without connecting it to ministry. That is why many Christians have this 'holier than thou' attitude
when in church doing the things of God but when they get to their work stations they exhibit lucre luster performances, oblivious of the fact that we are commanded to work as unto God. Many Christians may
be concerned with church work and even support it financially, but fail to see the connection between service at their work place and their Christian life. Some even think that if you really are serious about
ministry, you ought to quit your job or give up your business in order to pursue a role in full time ministry. The object matter of this book is to bring every believer to the realization that we all were created for a
purpose and that the faster we realize this and take up our positions the better. As Christians we are cut out and mandated to fulfill a specific assignment for God here on earth. Our mission is to honour God
in our service by extending His will to all our activities.
From the author of 44 Chapters About 4 Men (inspiration for the Netflix Original series, Sex/Life) comes an immersive dystopian romance unlike anything you’ve ever read. ?“None of this matters, and we’re
all going to die.” With only three days left until the predicted apocalypse, the small town of Franklin Springs, Georgia, has become a wasteland of abandoned cars, abandoned homes, abandoned businesses,
and abandoned people. People like Rainbow Williams. Rain isn’t afraid of dying. In fact, she’s looking forward to it. If she can just outrun her pain until April 23, she’ll never have to feel it at all. "Supplies.
Shelter. Self-defense." Wes Parker has survived every horrible thing this life has thrown at him with nothing more than his resourcefulness and disarming good looks. Why should the end of the world be any
different? All he needs are some basic supplies, shelter, and a sucker willing to help him out, which is exactly what he finds when he returns to his hometown of Franklin Springs. As society crumbles, dangers
mount, and secrets refuse to stay buried, two lost souls are thrust together in a twist of fate—one who will do anything to survive and one who can’t wait to die. Perhaps, together, they can learn how to live.
Before their time runs out.
"Imagine a little white pill that can dramatically boost your memory and IQ. Oh, just one thing-- it also removes your ability to believe in God ... The God antenna is a story of unusual extraterrestrial visitation
and much more: artificial intelligence, post-humanity, alien beings, and the origin of the ancient entity we call God"--Publisher description.
Do not go through another drought season unprepared!This book will take you on a 21 day prophetic prayer journey. A journey that will help shift your drought atmosphere.-Learn how to shift your
atmosphere.-Learn the purpose of a drought season.-Learn how to overcome and win every time!
Deepen your relationship with God with this beautiful prayer journal just waiting to be filled! Keeping a prayer journal is one of the best ways to deepen your relationship with God and help you navigate your
spiritual journey. Each page of this prayer journal contains a verse from the scriptures to inspire your prayers and devotion to the divine. This prayer journal is a writing journal, ideal to write down your
conversations with God, your personal prayers, personal thoughts, things you are grateful for, and anything you feel like writing down.Here are some of the journal main feature: The journal measure 8-inch
wide by 10-inch in length with plenty of writing space. Each page features a scripture quotation to inspire your praying activities. High-quality 55# paper in a light cream color and is perfect for all types of pens
or pencils including gel pens, fountain pens, and writing markers. 100 wide lined pages with an inspirational scripture quotation on each page Glossy cover with a professional finish, flexible paperback. Makes
a great gift for family, friends or colleagues. Scroll back up and order your copy today!
It is shame that the modern world have lost the edge when it comes to the power of prayer. Prayer is so powerful that in the hand of a righteous person, that a man like us named Elijah prayed earnestly that
is will not rain and it did not rain for three and half year. And to show how effective prayer can be, he prayed again and the havens gave rain. The bible shows us time and time again how the less powerful
have used prayer to conquer their adversaries. Our Lord and savior, Jesus Christ told us Mathew 17:20, "I tell you the truth, if you have faith as small as a mustard seed, you can say to this mountain, 'Move
from here to there' and it will move. Nothing will be impossible for you. Why will Jesus give us such an assurance? It is because, the weapon we fight with are not the weapons of the sinful world, we the
children of God use divine power of God to tear down the strong hold of the evil one. So we must continue to pray even when you think your answers are not coming as quickly as you wanted. Remember
when Martha and Mary send a message to Jesus that Lazarus is sick," his sisters sent unto him, saying, Lord, behold, he whom thou lovest is sick" even though the answer took two days to get to the sisters.
The most important thing is that Jesus was called and that is when action was put in process and they did not put their request on the righteousness of Lazarus or his status in the ministry or how hard he
works or even what he has given to the Church. The appeal was based on the love of Jesus Christ. "The one whom you love is sick," that is our clue; we must always focus our prayers on the love of God. We
also have the confidence that God will answer our prayers if they are in agreement with His will. So I know that anything I ask that is according to His will be answered no matter how sinful the person praying
may be. Even though we don't always get yes, but His answer are always in our best interest. And we don't have to follow any secret incantation before praying or offer some unnecessary repetition while
praying. And the eloquence of our prayer will not make God answer our prayer. That is why in Matthew 6:7-8, Jesus rebukes those who pray using repetitions, "And when you pray, do not keep on babbling
like pagans, for they think they will be heard because of their many words. Do not be like them, for your Father knows what you need before you ask him." "The Word of God is full of accounts describing the
power of prayer in various situations. The power of prayer has overcome enemies (Psalm 6:9-10), conquered death (2 Kings 4:3-36), brought healing (James 5:14-15), and defeated demons (Mark 9:29).
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God, through prayer, opens eyes, changes hearts, heals wounds, and grants wisdom (James 1:5). The power of prayer should never be underestimated because it draws on the glory and might of the
infinitely powerful God of the universe! Daniel 4:35 proclaims, "All the peoples of the earth are regarded as nothing. He does as he pleases with the powers of heaven and the peoples of the earth. No one can
hold back his hand or say to him: 'What have you done?'" So pray and God who loves you first will answer your prayers.
Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those suffering under satanic harassment and oppression. Full of scriptures and examples, this is a handbook for spiritual warfare. Learn to take the Sword of the Spirit the word of God and wield it powerfully in prayer and overcome obstacles in life.
Not to be ignored is the warning in Matthew 6:34 that says each has sufficient evils thereof. This book is about the exigencies to bath each weekday in prayer in order to download the day's blessings, pursue
destiny, and avoid wickedness. We shall look at names connotations of weekdays and will appreciate better the need for the timeless Christian disciple of Prayer in overcoming adversities and the adversary.

The Rain Queen invites all to imagine that which has become unimaginable. In 1942 MODJADJI, SOUTH AFRICA, women ruled. This is not fiction, this is fact. Their peaceful
culture is the complete antithesis of three strangers who have lost all hope but find it again together as the only survivors of a catastrophic train wreck. They agree to start their
lives anew, letting the world believe them dead. As the shine of new money and new lives wears quickly, they find themselves traveling the globe in search of myth and salvation
in the form of a 'magic treasure' hidden by Princess Dzugundini, the founder of the Rain Queens over 400 years ago. They soon learn that changing names, identities and bank
accounts is merely superficial; they must find faith in themselves before true change can begin. The Rain Queen is a sexy, funny, and fanciful story with a depth of soul that
reaches out to remind us what beautiful gifts we're given every day, if we choose to see them.
This is a book of contemplative poetry that is a spiritual gem. It is written from mindfulness practices in relation to a sense of the Sacred. This little book has spiritual insights that
are a source of daily inspiration particularly helpful in times of personal challenges, grieving, or simple attendance to one's spiritual growth. There is much depth in these pages
which offers a meaningful lens into ordinary life through a deeper way of knowing. It would appeal to a wide audience as it speaks beyond any one particular concept of God. The
contemplative poetry, when read slowly, becomes a meditation and prayer in itself. Many people have a longing for a sense of the Sacred, a sense of the presence of God, and
these poems supports growth in spiritual sensitivity and awareness of the Sacred in every aspect of the fully lived life. The mystical nature of the writings, the sense of inner calm
that it fosters, and the utter simplicity of its spiritual perspectives, make this book a likely daily companion. It has all the makings of a spiritual classic.
Covers 30 key aspects of dynamic prayer, such as repentance, passion, journaling, fasting, listening, spiritual warfare, praying with others, and more.
The contents of this message upon prayer should be read alike by preacher and teacher, evangelist and intercessor. Its pages contain an appeal to every "worker together with
Christ," and stimulate the desire for prayer in the varied relationships of Christian life. The appeal deserves a wide circulation amongst members of Prayer Circles and Prayer
Unions, and, indeed, amongst all who are looking for a revival of true religion in our land, and an exodus of ambassadors for Christ to heathen and Moslem populations. -- Albert
A. Head.
There is no gainsaying that God's plan concerning every man on earth is that he prospers and be in health. Unfortunately, many people suffer lack, and most times, are not
successful in whatever they lay their hands on. This is not the will of God for such people. Satan - the age long enemy of man is responsible for this, using his emissaries to afflict
his victims in the kingdom of darkness. This book is specially packaged to put an end to such afflictions from the kingdom of darkness, as it offers over 200 inspired Prayers that
will attract money, financial ideas and favor of God and man into your life. The prayers in this book are not meant to be prayed casually, they are highly spiritual. There is no other
book like this book. Why? This is because the prayers were released by the Holy Spirit while meditating on over 150 special scriptures that will command financial release over
your life. Friend, As I read each passage, by virtue of my gifts of prophecy and healing, the Holy Spirit instantly released those prayers, and I put them down as I heard the Holy
Spirit spoke to my spirit. So you can see clearly that these prayers were not formulated or guessed. This is why I'm fully convinced that this book will be of immense blessings to
you. The prayers in this book covers all areas of your life, you will only be able to appreciate the book when you go through all the prayers. This is because the prayers are
spiritually discerned and arranged. You are to pray the prayers in this book with all seriousness. Pray most of them repeatedly before moving to the next prayer. These prayers
would be very great during your special midnight prayers. Furthermore, since these prayers were released while meditating on God's word, you can pray this prayer perfectly
even if you don't have access to the Holy Bible during your prayers. I look forward to your arrays of testimonies as you read this book and add the wisdom and Grace in it to your
life and family.
There are secrets to everything. There are secrets the enemy does not want you to have. Uncovered serpent is a powerless serpent. The author unmasks the enemy.
Prayer Rain
If you are an entrepreneur and you are about to start a new business, you need to seek the face of the Lord so that you can truly prosper and become established. On one hand,
there are millions of businesses across the world that are begun without divine guidance and regardless of the capital invested and the technical knowhow of their founders,
many of these businesses ultimately fail. On the other hand, there are entrepreneurs who genuinely seek God's face before they start their businesses and these types of
businesses not only stand the test of time but grow to become highly profitable. The difference lies in the Blessing of the Almighty. If you are interested in seeking God's help for
your new business, this book "Prayer Rain: Breakthrough Prayers For Startups & Entrepreneurs" is what you need. Every chapter has been written to enable you achieve one
thing - a profitable business. This book contains all the prayers you need to pray to get your business on the path to maximum profitability. There are prayers to enquire from God
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about the business you want to go into, prayers for those seeking the power to do business, prayers to profit in business, prayers to overcome negative spiritual forces
contending with your business and much more. Without a doubt, if you do everything that is written in this book and you have faith, you will prosper in your new enterprise and
your journey as an entrepreneur will be a success by the Power in the mighty name of Jesus.
Dr. Lyon shows that the Bible promises healing by Jesus if we fulfill the requirements of believing His promises. He points out the Divine healing as the Bible teaches can be
instantaneous, gradual, by the use of means, and even death is a form of healing. He also discusses old age and our service for the Lord. The booklet is not only a presentation
for Biblical healing, but a manual showing how we can experience healing and be an instrument for divine healing.
If you have sought-after and internationally relevant knowledge, skills and know-how, one of the best ways of obtaining permanent residency in most developed countries of the
world is by employment. If you are such a person, you need prayers that will make employers in your country of interest take notice of you and give you the job of destiny. "Prayer
Rain: Breakthrough Prayers For Employment-Based Permanent Residency" is the only book of its kind available that contains the word and prayers that will move God's hand to
work in your favor. As far as it is the will of God, becoming a permanent resident or citizen of a prosperous country is a good thing and if you desire it, it is yours to get. This book
contains prayer points to get favor and employment in foreign lands regardless of what situation you are in now. And even though all the great countries of the world have laws
that regulate the inflow of immigrants, this book will give you the spiritual tools of divine assistance for meeting and exceeding any immigration requirement set by any country.
Without a doubt, if you do everything that is written in this book and you exhibit total faith in God that He will answer your prayers, you will get what you want by the power in the
mighty name of Jesus.
I Never Promised You a Rose Garden is the inspiring life story and words of hope from a Palestinian Christian pastor. Pastor Samih Ismir shares his riveting life story from being
raised in a war-torn area in the Middle East to leaving his homeland at the age of 18 to further his education. He ultimately became a Lutheran Pastor. This book contains a
compilation of Pastor Sam's most compelling sermons along with his most impactful sermon, "I Never Promised You a Rose Garden'.
Many children are passing through difficulties in life that can be avoided through the prayers of the parents. On a 30-day schedule, as a parent, you will become a first-line
intercessor for your children. These practical prayers with practical results will definitely encourage you. Get your copy and hear from the One who has promised that your
children shall be for signs and wonders.
Prayer Passport is a compendium of rare and powerful prayer points. It is a unique spiritual warfare manual leading readers into triumph over the kingdom of darkness. It is
indeed a passport to victorious living and breakthroughs in the spiritual realm.
Appeals From The Heart To God, is an inspirational poetry book written with you in mind. As you comb through each verse, I pray that your intimacy with Christ will be deeper.
You will read poems about God and His business, families and their affairs, nature and its elements, love and its sacrifices and Heaven our new home. Life has many challenges,
but remember, Jesus is only a prayer away. My cross may be heavier than yours today and may be lighter than yours tomorrow, still let's not forget that we all have a cross to
bear, but thank God, prayer makes it lighter and faith makes it more bearable. Read, enjoy and be blessed.
When a former client jumps naked from a Boston landmark, Private Investigator Patrick Kenzie wants to know why. Once a perky young woman in love with life, her suicide is the
final fall in a spiral of self-destruction. What Kenzie discovers is a sadistic stalker who targeted the woman and methodically drove her to her death – a monster that the law can’t
touch. But Kenzie can. He and his former partner, Angela Gennaro, will fight a mind-twisting battle against the psychopath, even as he turns tricks on them… Prayers for Rain is
another superior thriller from Dennis Lehane, the bestselling and acclaimed author of Mystic River, Shutter Island, and Gone, Baby, Gone.
This book provides you with the distinct opportunity to tell yourself emphatically whether or not you are praying as God Almighty requires you to pray according to His Holy Word.
Before you begin reading, note that this is not a critique of your prayer life. Hopefully, by the end of this reading, you will have determined whether your prayer life is producing
God's desires for your life, or you will know if you need to stop at Heaven's prayer shop for a prayer life tune-up. Don't be shy, test-drive your prayer life!
Destroying the evil umbrella addresses the problem of collective captivity. It highlights the secrets of the dark kingdom and lays bare the fact that most problems in life are occasioned by the presence of an
invisible evil umbrella. The prayer points in this book will empower you to spiritually set fire on the evil umbrella. It will grant you freedom and make the heavens above your head to become laden with
showers of blessings. Now you can say bye-bye to every representation of the evil umbrella.
Tapping is an activity that many of us engage in everyday without even thinking about what we are doing. We drum our fingers on a desk or table while we wait for something to happen. We tap our forehead
while we are figuring out a problem. We stroke our chin or rub our head as we contemplate the issues of the day. Each of these acts is our body's clumsy way of attending to a need for peace or resolution.
Tapping prayer is a spiritual practice that intentionally focuses our attention on the rhythmic movement of our finger tips. It directs the energy of God's healing onto specific points on our body that through the
practice of acupuncture and reiki, have shown to be conduits of healing. Tapping prayer is the most exciting addition to my spiritual tool belt in 25 years of ministry. It's fun and effective and easy to administer
alone, one on one, or in a group. It is very flexible...and did I mention, effective? Tapping prayer is effective in bringing individuals into a one one relationship with God that creates peace, healing, and a desire
to share those gifts with other individuals, communities, and Creation. Tapping prayer is an integration of sacred wisdom from the East and West. It is a spiritual practice that blends a knowledge of the Spirit's
movement through our body with an understanding of meridian tapping based on the Emotional Freedom Technique created by Gary Craig. Tapping prayer brings balance and peace to individuals who are
experiencing spiritual distress. By gently tapping on identified points of entry for the Holy which correspond to meridian end points in acupuncture, while praying for God to attend to a particular pain, we focus
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God's intention to heal and in most cases actually experience a peace which is not of our own doing. By acknowledging pain instead of wishing for relief, we recognize God's interest to heal us and indeed,
God heals us. This technique can be used for individuals who are seeking peace from a wide variety of issues ranging from: trauma such as a car accident, an abusive parent, a friend killed in battle, a
sudden illness, a job loss, a fire, a damaged relationship. Tapping prayer can also facilitate forgiveness and/or letting go. Tapping prayer is effective in praying for others (surrogate prayer tapping focused on
an individual who is not present to the prayer tapping), for events (9/11, Sandy Hook, a company leaving a community), or Creation (an oil spill, deforestation, strip mining). Wherever there is a disruption to
the peaceful flow of the Holy Spirit, tapping prayer can be applied. When I first learned about the Emotional Freedom Technique as a tool to help veterans in our community, I thought it was weird. The
tapping. The repetition. It seemed...odd. This was not how I understood healing from trauma to work, and yet it worked. Clearly, my Western roots were showing. When I got home from the training I began
using the technique with members of my community and saw such dramatic results I had to learn more. They also found it strange, but effective. Some folks were uncomfortable with the language of
"energies" and "chi," so I experimented a bit and added more traditional faith language to the mix. I dug deeply into my own faith traditions and discovered a theology of healing that accompanied tapping
prayer. I found that by invoking God's presence into the act of tapping, people from varying faith experiences were able to connect to the Holy on a deeper level. They began to experience God as very real
and very present in their lives. They asked to learn more about this new way of praying. They discovered that by using tapping prayer on a wide variety of issues, their relationship with God grew deeper. If
you are ready to draw closer to God's healing love for you, please take responsibility for your participation in tapping prayer, and let's pray! --Todd Farnsworth
There are beautiful and wild forces within us.'' With these words, the mystic St. Francis described what ancient traditions believed was the most powerful force in the universe - the power of prayer. For more
than 20 years, Gregg Braden has searched for evidence of a forgotten form of prayer that was lost in the West following the biblical edits of the early Christian Church. In the 1990's, he found and documented
this form of prayer still being used in the remote monasteries of central Tibet. He also found it practiced in sacred rites throughout the high deserts of the American Southwest. In this book, Braden describes
this ancient form of prayer that has no words or outward expressions. Then, for the first time in print, he leads us on a journey exploring what our most intimate experiences tell us about our deepest beliefs.
Through case histories and personal accounts, Braden explores the wisdom of these timeless secrets, and the power that awaits each of us just beyond our deepest hurt!
If you have a family member such as a spouse, grown-up child, parent or sibling living in a country in which you desire to emigrate and you need divine assistance to help you begin and complete the process,
"Prayer Rain: Breakthrough Prayers For Family-Sponsored Permanent Residency" is the only book of its kind available that contains the word and prayers that will move God to work in your favor. Bible
characters such as Abraham and his son, Isaac, Joseph and Mary (mother of Jesus) as well as Paul the Apostle and many others were at one time or the other permanent residents or citizens of countries
other than their countries of birth. So surely, as far as it is the will of God, becoming a permanent resident or citizen of a prosperous country is a good thing and if you desire it, it is yours to get. That said,
there is a problem. All the great countries of the world have laws that regulate the inflow of immigrants. If you apply but you do not meet the requirements of the immigration laws of these countries, your
application will be denied. If you manage to enter into any country and cannot get the legal right to remain, you will automatically become an illegal immigrant - a very undesirable and sometimes dangerous
designation. However, If you decide to legally take on the challenge, there are several complicated hurdles to cross and therefore you need the backing of the Almighty. This is why this book was written - to
help you get God's help in beginning and completing the permanent residency process. Without a doubt, if you do everything that is written in this book and you exhibit total faith in God that He will answer
your prayers, you will get what you want by the power in the mighty name of Jesus.
This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers fail-proof prayers for breakthroughs in diverse, challenging life-situations; ranging from Prayers for Spiritual growth, Profitable sales, Divine
favour, Marital breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones, Victory in Court, Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares, Success in Ministry, Breaking Curses, Divine Healing leading to
Divine health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more.Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly under satanic harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it
right could make a difference between who sinks or swims in the river of life.Prayer Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own copy! Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual Warfare Manual. Prayer
for Deliverance. Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer Style. Apostolic Decrees. Prayer Points.
Exclusive Offer - Now Includes 5 Amazing Bonus Titles: 4 More Titles of 100 Most Powerful Prayers. Plus Full Length Title: Conscious Visualization You will not achieve fulfillment and happiness until you
allow God to be the architect of your reality. Imagine that with a few moments each day, you could begin the powerful transformation toward complete control of your own life and well being through prayer.
You will be able to release all fear and doubt simply because you know that God gives you the strength. You can utilize this simple, proven technique to regain the lost comforts of joy, love, and fulfillment in
your life. God's gift of life is too short to be exhausted on thousands of everyday anxieties and fears. Sadly, the average person will get to the end of their life and realize that more than half of it was spent
struggling with these kinds of problems. Because they didn't know what to do, many of these people never found any satisfaction in life. You can and will become bigger than those struggles by enhancing the
positive energy that God already has flowing within you. You are exactly who you think you are, and it's up to you to create those thoughts and manifest them as God's creation. No more lack of faith,
motivation, and feelings of doubt in your life. No person can find happiness in an environment beyond his or her control. But you can get up, get out, and take control with God. Get what you want and desire
from the world like millions of others around the globe using prayer. You are already blessed with the power to assert your own perceptions and transform your thoughts and desires into reality. By using
prayer daily, you will unlock that natural potential that God placed inside of you. Prayer starts by creating a cycle of continuous prayers. You must believe and repeat these declarations and prayers each day.
If the thoughts and ideas that we affirm are not true in reality, a dynamic tension is created between your perceived reality and your psyche. This presence of dynamic tension causes imbalance between your
psyche and perceived reality. Your consciousness will work to get back in tune with the God's vision of the universe to resolve the tension. There are two simple ways to ease this tension. You must work with
God's creation in order to make your declarations become true, or you must stop the prayer. As you choose to continue praying, your mind and body will seek to balance this inequality with the universe by
transforming your environment to match your declarations of truth. Sooner than later, you will find yourself taking positive and decisive action that you never imagined possible as your perceptions naturally
align with your true reality. If you want to see positive change now, you'll find the quickest path to fulfillment with prayer through God's love. There is no time to spend on loss, negativity, and defeat when you
can be achieving tangible, historically proven results with minimum time and effort invested. There is no limit to changes that God can make in your life through the power of creating truth with prayer... Read
This Book To Change Your Life Today! Also available in ebook Format
Prayer Passport is a compendium of rare and powerful prayer points. It has been divinely designed to turn tragedy to triumph, sickness to health, failure to success, powerlessness to uncommon strengths as
well as problems to testimonies. Prayer Passport addresses the root of complex problems and provides total solutions to recurrent attacks from the kingdom of darkness. This is a unique spiritual warfare
manual. This book will lead you into a glorious destiny. With Prayer Passport in your hands, the Kingdom of darkness is in trouble. This is indeed your passport to breakthrough, prosperity, peace, power,
uncommon testimonies and an entrance into the realm where you will possess your possessions.
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Weaving together science with the human human story of our ambition to control rain, Barnett tells the story of rain -- elemental, mysterious, precious, and destructive.
This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers fail-proof prayers for breakthroughs in diverse, challenging life-situations; ranging from Prayers for Spiritual growth, Profitable sales, Divine
favour, Marital breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones, Victory in Court, Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares, Success in Ministry, Breaking Curses, Divine Healing leading to
Divine health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more. Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly under satanic harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it
right could make a difference between who sinks or swims in the river of life. Prayer Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own copy! Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual Warfare Manual. Prayer
for Deliverance. Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer Style. Apostolic Decrees. Prayer Points.
In three glorious decades, Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries has carved an indelible niche for itself among the comity of churches worldwide. It has come to be known as a pacesetting church,
bestriding the firmaments of Christendom like a colossus.The church's thirty years journey so far has been filled with landmark events, phenomenal global expansion as well as unrivalled far-reaching impacts
on the body of Christ and mankind as a whole than any other church today.The remarkable achievements, enviable heights, iconic status and positive global recognition that MFM enjoys today is attributable
to the complete obedience, unwavering faith in God and unusual steadfastness of its Founder and General Overseer, DrD.K.Olukoya, the Elijah of ourtimeand God's Generalissimo inthe end times.This book
glorifies the Almighty God who has demonstrated His power to save to the uttermost. It celebrates God's faithfulness in the life of Dr D. K. Olukoya, the unusual outworking of His grace and power in MFM's
three decades'journey as well as the phenomenal achievements, fire exploits and global spread of this unique church of God. Glory be to the God that answers by fire. Hallelujah!
Many are faced with challenges in private lives and the world at large, which often threaten to take breathe out of some people momentarily. These life issues do manifest in form of grief, unemployment,
illness, divorce, retrogressive relationships, marriage, business, crisis, and the like. Also some are confused about how to prevent such occurrences or get rid of them as soon as they raise their ugly heads.
The creature behind these happenings is Satan, and there is strong need to handle him adequately if we don't want to fall prey to his craftiness. This is why this prayer book has been specially written to help
you have victory over Satan and the multitudes of his demons to enable you recover and claim your possessions in an uncommon way.To this end, this book contains more than 340 powerful prayers for
victory, Divine Favor and Release of Detained Blessings.The prayers in this book covers all areas of your life, you will only be able to appreciate the book when you go through all the prayers. You are to pray
the prayers in this book with all seriousness. Pray most of them repeatedly before moving to the next prayer. These prayers would be very great during your special midnight prayers. Furthermore, since these
prayers were released while meditating on God's word, you can pray this prayer perfectly even if you don't have access to the Holy Bible during your prayer time.I look forward to your arrays of testimonies as
you read this book and add the wisdom and Grace in it to your life and family.
A Hawaiian judge is in the throes of manic depression due to the tragic loss of his pregnant wife and supposed unborn child. He tries anything to get over his despondency-even opium. The judge then finds
out about a fountain of youth located in a church basement on the Big Island of Hawaii. Once he drinks of the precious blood, he becomes seemingly immortal. However, one drink of eternity is insufficientperiodic boosters are required for the immortality to be permanent. The judge will do anything to protect his font of eternal existence, even by coercing his pastoral flock-who call him the Prophet-to bludgeon
law officers that attempt to interfere with their perpetual salvation. Years later, after a successful prison break, the judge makes fast friends with the King of Hawaii. They smoke opium while sitting in the royal
thrones, tour the catacombs and tunnel systems below the palace-containing treasures and amazing historical artifacts-and then sail over to the island of Molokai where the judge is conferred into the realm of
Hawaiian sorcery. He acquires numerous magical powers, which include the ability to slay his adversaries by the power of prayer alone. The judge later attends a Hawaiian secret society meeting-at the royal
palace-which is sanctioned by the Freemasons. Later that evening, while taking part in an adult parlor game-which incorporates a ball of Hawaiian twine-a vivacious lady in red nearly debilitates the judge for
all eternity. About one hundred and fifty years later, the man-who is now known as The Judge-is exacting revenge on the jezebel's great-grandchildren. He employs the aid of a computer hacker to stalk the
woman's present day descendants; The Judge then conducts their eternal souls-via ancient ceremonies-up river to the home of the Hawaiian gods. A homicide detective calls in a professor of Hawaiian
anthropology in an attempt to decipher the ritualistic clues at the murder scene; soon afterwards, the expert and his family become the hunted. As they perish, one by one, the professor is goaded into facing
The Judge in a midnight showdown at the vacant royal palace.
A Pattern of Prayer is a guide to prayer based on the daily, weekly, and occasional prayers of an intentional, ecumenical, Christian community called Grace and Main Fellowship in Danville, Virginia. It's
designed to cultivate a rhythm to the life of prayer either in groups or by individuals. Providing a structure for morning, midday, evening, and night prayer, it is an excellent devotional aid that also allows the
reader, or readers, to pray along with others wherever they may be. Also included are some of the prayers and blessings used in the work of the community, as well as the community's "identity statements"
or "little rule." To make use of the prayerbook, all you'll need, in addition to the book, is a Bible.
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